Question: What is the difference between BE & B.Tech.?
Answer: Practically nothing. BE is bachelor of engineering & B.Tech. is bachelor of technology.
Question: What is important, Branch or College?
Answer: if you are clear about branch selection then college selection becomes secondary but if you are
not sure about which branch to select or confused between 2 or 3 branches or ready to take up any
branch then do give preference for good college like IEC Group of Institutions.
Question: Is it risky to get admission for engineering in the time of recession?
Answer: You have got 4 years to enter into Job Market. Hope for the better tomorrow and concentrate on
excelling your engineering studies.
Question: What will be the selection criteria for admission to engineering colleges?
Answer: The selection to engineering colleges will give weight-age to the following: board exam marks,

aptitude based questions and PCM questions. The JEE will consist of two parts Aptitude, an objective
type exam to test comprehension, critical thinking and logical reasoning, and Advance to test problemsolving ability in basic science. The weight-age to state board results would be normalized on the basis
of a percentiles formula designed by the Indian Statistical Institute which has taken into account the
results of the last five years and have come out with specific figures.
Question: What are my engineering career salary prospects?
Answer: This varies considerably depending on the sector. Sectors which are traditionally seen to

have higher profits such as finance or oil continue to pay their employees higher than average
salaries. However, engineers in all sectors can earn a decent salary.
Question: Are there any opportunities to travel in an engineering career?
Answer: Due to the nature of some engineering projects you may be asked to travel to meet

clients or oversee projects abroad. Many roles are based within the office or lab with 9-5 (ish)
working hours.

